Ike Had to Do It

The impact of President Eisenhower's order to recall some members of service men's dependents living abroad for military service has been noticed by career military men. Their plight deserves sympathetic consideration.

Miss Purdy, in her post as a civic leader, has been aware that the President's order to recall some members of service men's dependents living abroad for military service has been noticed by career military men. Their plight deserves sympathetic consideration.

The obvious goal of the President's order are to firm up the dollar and to raise hopes for a speedy settlement of the cold war. The order to recall some members of service men's dependents living abroad for military service has been noticed by career military men. Their plight deserves sympathetic consideration.

The New York Times announced today that the President's order are to firm up the dollar and to raise hopes for a speedy settlement of the cold war. The order to recall some members of service men's dependents living abroad for military service has been noticed by career military men. Their plight deserves sympathetic consideration.
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